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Ban on Remailing in Canada Gains Ground
The Canadian Supreme Court late last month

declined to overturn an appellate court decision
finding that Canada Post has exclusive privilege to
collect, transmit and deliver all letter mail (up to
500 grams) including mail sent internationally.

To Canada Post, this decision is national in
scope and bans remailers from collecting large
quantities of mail in Canada and inducting it into
foreign postal systems – a practice Canada Post
says costs it between $48 million and $80 million
in lost revenue each year (see BMR 10/24/05 p. 6).

But to remailers, such as Key Mail Canada,
Inc., which was the object of the initial lawsuit, and
Spring Canada, a subsidiary of international mail-
ing giant Spring, the matter is far from settled.
First, because the case was brought in Ontario and
upheld by an Ontario appellate court and then the
nation’s highest court did not rule specifically on
the merits, they argue the decision is not a national
one. They are also arguing other legal issues includ-
ing raising the appropriateness of a government
entity suing in civil court. Still  Brendan Van
Niegenhuis, an attorney with Spring Canada who

worked on the Key Mail case as well, acknowl-
edged the lack of action by the Supreme Court
is a great disappointment to everyone in the
international mailing industry.

Canada Post has taken Spring Canada to
court and is seeking an injunction against that
company. Meanwhile Spring Canada, Key Mail
and others in the remailing community have
formed a group, the Canadian International
Mailing Assn., to fight Canada Post’s interpreta-
tion. Key Mail Finance Director Gwyneth
Howell said their fundamental argument is that
this practice has been going on for several
decades without any intervention by Canada
Post and for the post to clamp down now after
businesses have been permitted to invest and
develop is “abusive and monopolistic.”

While legal action continues, the association
and its members are going to try to apply some
political pressure on the Canadian Legislature.
But those efforts are complicated by the fact
that the national government is somewhat in
flux right now.

Unbundling Offered as Way to Modernize Mail

Most people agree that the Postal Service needs
some adjustments in order to thrive and continue its
universal service mandate in the face of a changing
competitive landscape. But with postal reform bills
stalled, at least for the moment, two postal regula-
tory experts argue it’s time to think of things in a
new way.

Postal economist John Haldi and postal legal
expert William Olson think the postal industry
should take a cue from industries that were formerly
vertically integrated, such as telecommunications and
electricity, and unbundle the functions of the Postal
Service.  The idea is to retain the “natural monopoly”
through the portion of the postal network that
provides daily universal delivery service and enjoys
large economies of scale and scope and to separate the
mail processing, transportation and acceptance
functions of USPS, which do not have such mo-
nopolistic barriers to entry, and subject them to
competition.

In a paper on the subject first presented at an
international postal conference in Antwerp, Belgium,
the authors suggest USPS could be unbundled by
separating it into two distinct units with the unit

responsible for mail processing and transporta-
tion, called the United States Mail Service, subject
to full market competition and required to set
rates so that they cover the full cost of these
functions. The other entity, the United States
Delivery Service, would continue to fulfill the
universal service mission of the current Postal
Service.

“Over time, full competition should reduce
cost and improve quality of mail processing and
transportation services. This would help to
maintain – or even to increase – the total volume
of mail delivered by the USDS,” Haldi and Olson
write.

The unbundling idea can be seen as an
extension of the worksharing discounts that
correspond to prices for upstream services. But
worksharing discount prices “can differ signifi-
cantly from those likely to result from complete
unbundling and full competition,” the authors
say.

One of the major transitional issues in mov-
ing to unbundled service involves facilities with
multiple functions, such as facilities that process
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originating, outgoing mail and also sort
destinating, incoming mail. The authors suggest
that either the USDS could contract with the
USMS to use facilities and employees for destina-
tion mail or it could lease the facilities and con-
duct delivery functions during late night or early
morning hours. But the USMS would need to be
in complete control of use of facilities in order to
keep facility decisions as separate from political
considerations as they are for companies such as
FedEx, United Parcel Service or DHL.

“Unbundling would maximize downstream
access opportunities while preserving the [univer-
sal service obligation]. After unbundling, existing
delivery, retail and collection networks would

function uninterrupted, daily universal delivery
service would continue unchanged, and single-piece
letters would continue to be charged a uniform
rate.”

Haldi also pointed out to BMR that unbundled
mail service could resolve the current controversy
before the Postal Rate Commission in which propo-
nents of the Bookspan negotiated service agreement
proposal want a special discount while critics say a
government agency with a delivery monopoly
should not be allowed to set discriminatory rates.
Under unbundling, the privatized upstream pro-
vider could make whatever deals it sees fit while the
downstream provider, the USDS would continue
under regulatory constraints.

Regulation
PRC Defines Postal Service to Include Electronic Services

The Postal Rate Commission (PRC), in a Jan.
4 order, rejected efforts of the Postal Service to
narrowly define what a postal service is and
instead stuck largely to its previously proposed
solution that makes clear it can regulate electronic
services as well as hard copy mail.

The ruling is the latest example of the grow-
ing tension between the two entities. The House
and Senate postal reform bills would expand the
PRC’s role in regulating USPS, and that expan-
sion has been one of the Postal Service’s biggest
objections to the legislation.

The new definition, effective 30 days after
publication in the  Federal Register,  declares:
“Postal Service means the receipt, transmission,
or delivery by the Postal Service of correspon-
dence, including, but not limited to, letters,
printed matter, and like materials; mailable
packages; or other services incidental thereto.”
Postal officials had strongly objected to the PRC’s
two-year-long effort to define the term, arguing
that commission lacked authority to define the
scope of its own jurisdiction.  The commission
said that USPS contended that it should rely
simply on “prevailing law as the Postal Service
would define it.”

The commission rejected that argument as
“both contrived and myopic.”  It said the public
needs to know the parameters of what USPS is
offering and that, as a government agency, the
Postal Service must give the public a chance to
review what services it proposes to offer.
That’s something USPS has rarely done in recent
years, offering a wide range of services with very

little public say in whether they are good or bad
proposals.

The first action USPS must take as a result of the
definition is to file by June 1 a request for a review of
“each current unreviewed service (or product) that
fairly falls within the meaning of” the new rule.
USPS also must ask permission to establish the
service as either a permanent or an experimental
service.

In addition it is required to give a list of each
unreviewed service that “in its opinion, falls outside
the meaning of the final rule.”
In a 2004 order, the commission cited 14 services that
the Postal Service contended were outside the regu-
latory review authority of the PRC.  Many of the
services were linked to the Internet and have since
been discontinued or repackaged.

The 14 services were identified by the commis-
sion as Liberty Cash, Sure Money, eBillPay,
Pay@Delivery, USPS Send Money, ePayments,
NetPost Card Store, Net Post Certified Mail, Elec-
tronic Postmark, Unisite Antenna Program,
Returns@Ease, Mall Package Shipment Program,
First Class Phone Cards and retail merchandise.
The commission said it assumes USPS will comply
with the request and provide information on all the
services.  It is possible USPS could challenge the PRC
ruling in the courts.

The commission noted in announcing its new
rule that nothing it had proposed would stop USPS
from offering new services.   The PRC insisted,
however, it has been accorded “due deference” by the
Supreme Court in determining matters related to
rate and classification issues.


